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ABSTRACT: The ﬁeld of surface nanostructuring is growing rapidly
with the need to search for more advanced fabrication solutions. The
major challenge is the lack of appropriate combination of time/cost
eﬃcient techniques and medium possessing the advantages of both
ﬂexibility and tunable optical properties. Here we demonstrate directwrite femtosecond laser nanostructuring of indium−tin-oxide thin ﬁlm
where the deep-subwavelength ripples with periodicity of down to 120
nm are realized originating the form birefringence (|Δn| ≈ 0.2), which is 2
orders of magnitude higher than the commonly observed in uniaxial
crystals or femtosecond laser nanostructured fused quartz. The
demonstrated nanoripples with its continuously controlled space-variant
orientation lead to the high density two-dimensional printing of ﬂat
optical elements. The technique can be extended to any highly transparent ﬁlms that support laser-induced periodic surface
structures, and can be eﬀectively exploited for the integration of polarization sensitive modiﬁcations into multidimensional optical
data storage.
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amorphous silicon16,17 and silicon carbide18 ﬁlms, suggesting
that the high-refractive-index materials could be used for
fabricating anisotropic surfaces. However, high intrinsic losses
of materials and low quality of induced LIPSS prevent the
realization of eﬃcient optical elements. This challenge can be
overcome by using materials with a transparency window in the
visible spectrum, and achieving precise direct-writing of highfrequency nanostructures.
ITO substrates have been widely used for optoelectronic
devices such as solar cells, ﬂat panel displays, thin-ﬁlm
photovoltaics, organic light emitting diodes and smart windows
due to their high transparency and excellent conductivity
caused by its highly degenerate behavior as an n-type
semiconductor with a large band gap of around 3.5 to 4.3
eV.19,20 Here we propose a direct-write ultrafast laser
nanostructuring of ITO thin ﬁlms as an alternative method of
printing highly transparent polarization sensitive elements. The
observed patterns with the subwavelength modulation (period
down to 120 nm) of the material with refractive index changing
from n ≈ 1.9 for ITO to n ≈ 1 for grooves exhibit an enhanced
form birefringence (|Δn| ≈ 0.2), which is almost 2 orders of

R

ecently ultrafast laser processing of transparent materials
has made promising progress toward the realization of
high performance three-dimensional microelements, ﬂat optics,
and optical data storage.1−4 The main advantage of using
femtosecond pulses for direct laser writing is that they can
rapidly deposit energy in solids with high precision. The light is
absorbed and the optical excitation ends before the surrounding
lattice is perturbed, which results in highly localized
modiﬁcation without collateral material damage.5,6 Under
certain processing conditions, multipulse irradiation causes
the material to reorganize into laser-induced periodic surface
structures (LIPSS) at micro- and nanoscale, which was
observed on virtually any type of media such as metal,
semiconductor, dielectric solids, and thin ﬁlms,7 including
indium tin oxide (ITO) ﬁlm.8−11
Almost two decades ago it was demonstrated that femtosecond laser pulses focused inside silica glass can lead to selfassembled nanogratings,12,13 which exhibit birefringence
comparable to quartz crystals.14 Later, this anisotropy in silica
was engineered to surface nanogratings showing a 3-fold
birefringence increase.15 Although the laser-induced birefringence is high enough for realization of various functional
elements, the resultant thickness of nanostructures limits its
performance in ﬂat optics.2 Recent experimental investigations
revealed 2 orders of magnitude higher birefringence in
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the nanogrooves oriented perpendicular to the incident laser
polarization is formed. Such high spatial frequency structure has
period signiﬁcantly smaller than the irradiation wavelength
(∼λ/9), and in general is observed after modiﬁcation by
ultrashort laser pulses under tens to thousands of laser pulses
per irradiation spot. The origin of induced structures is still
controversially discussed in literature considering the preseeding and accumulation eﬀects, near-ﬁeld enhancement, interference between surface waves and incident laser beam, selforganization of nanostructures during the relaxation of a highly
nonequilibrium surface,5,21−27 as well as the subsequent
transformation of ITO atomic lattice may possibly be involved.8
The nanostructured ITO might be considered as a
metamaterial that possesses the properties capable of
manipulating electromagnetic waves. Depending on the
modiﬁcation conditions, the induced structure diverges from
highly patterned nanoripples to fully ablated glass substrate,
changing the resultant quality and thickness of the ﬁlm. Thus, it
is very important to operate close to the modiﬁcation threshold
in order to produce debris- and fracture-free nanostructures
with the elevated optical properties.
The internal transmittance of pristine ITO ﬁlm is expected to
be more than 99%, where the absorption is less than 1%. Thus,
the measured transmission spectra and optical losses are mainly
governed by the surface reﬂections. After the laser irradiation,
the overall transmission in the visible spectral range of >87%
was measured (ITO band gap ∼ 4 eV19). Moreover, the
nanostructured ﬁlm exhibits the increase of optical transmission
by 5% at 750 nm wavelength giving the total transmission value
of 93% (Figure 2a).
The light wave in such subwavelength structure behaves the
same way as that in the uniaxial anisotropic material with
negative form birefringence.28−31 Propagation of optical waves
in such periodic media can thus be described by the eﬀective
refractive indices originating from the eﬀective-medium
theory.28 This means that the electric ﬁeld oscillating along
(TE mode) and perpendicular (TM mode) to the grooved
medium obtain a diﬀerent amount of phase shift. As a result,
the phase retardation (φ) of transmitted light can be directly
determined by the thickness (d) of the nanoripples and its
possessed form birefringence (Δn = nTE − nTM):

magnitude higher than in femtosecond laser nanostructured
fused quartz. The control of orientation and strength of
nanostructuring is achieved within a submicron thickness
realizing the fabrication of space-variant polarization sensitive
optical elements, polarization, and intensity multiplexed optical
data storage.

■

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Experiments are carried out with 145 ± 10 nm thick ITO ﬁlm
deposited on ﬂoat glass by sputtering, prepared by Thin Film
Devices (TFD Inc., California). Samples are irradiated with
ytterbium-doped potassium gadolinium tungstate (Yb: KGW)
based mode-locked regenerative ampliﬁed femtosecond laser
system PHAROS (Light Conversion Ltd.) operating at a
wavelength of 1030 nm (photon energy ∼ 1.2 eV) with the
repetition rate of 500 kHz and the pulse duration tuned in the
range of 0.4−1 ps. The laser beam is focused via a 0.03 NA,
0.16 NA and 0.65 NA objective lenses on the surface of sample,
which is mounted on a XYZ linear air-bearing translation stage
(Aerotech Ltd.). Local orientation of induced nanostructures,
that is, the azimuth of slow-axis of laser-induced form
birefringence, is continuously controlled by rotating the halfwave plate mounted on the motorized rotational stage before
the objective lens (Figure 1), where 0°/90° orientations are

Figure 1. SEM top view images of femtosecond laser nanostructured
ITO ﬁlm. The orientation (red arrows) of the linearly polarized
incident laser beam was controlled by rotating the half-wave plate (λ/
2) placed before the objective. White arrows indicate the writing
direction. Processing conditions: 0.68 μJ pulse energy, 0.4 ps pulse
duration, 500 μm−1 pulse density, focusing via 0.03 NA lens, 1 mm/s
scanning speed. Scale bar is 500 nm.

perpendicular/parallel to the writing direction. For scanned
modiﬁcation, the sample translation speed varies from 1 to 0.1
mm/s, which corresponds to 500−5000 μm−1 pulse density.
The interline writing distance of 4 μm, 1 and 0.5 μm, and pulse
energy less than 1, 0.05, and 0.03 μJ are ﬁxed for each objective
lens with 0.03, 0.16, and 0.65 NA, respectively.
The nanostructured ITO is optically characterized using the
VIS/NIR microspectrometer CRAIC (integrated in Olympus
microscope BX51). The laser-induced birefringence, that is,
retardance and its slow axis, is analyzed and visualized with the
quantitative birefringence measurement system (CRi Abrio;
Olympus BX51) operating at 546 nm. The imaging of laserinduced structures is performed with a scanning electron
microscope (SEM) Zeiss Evo50 and optical transmission
microscope Olympus BX51.

φ = d ·Δn

(1)

The resulting form-birefringence can exceed the value of
natural birefringence of uniaxial crystals, and is usually designed
by controlling the refractive index, periodicity, and duty cycle of
the periodic nanostructures. Assuming that the nanoripple is
uniform along its depth, the value of achieved birefringence can
be estimated from the measured retardance value and ﬁlm
thickness.
The dispersion analysis of retardance performed in the
spectral region from 500 to 750 nm reveals a chromatic
behavior of the imprinted elements (Figure 2a). The retardance
value varies from 33 to 45 nm, and linearly decreases with the
wavelength increase corresponding to ∼0.18π rad phase
retardation at 500 nm wavelength and ∼0.09π rad phase
retardation at 750 nm wavelength.
A commercial-grade simulator based on the ﬁnite-diﬀerence
time-domain (FDTD) method is used to perform the
numerical calculations of electric ﬁeld propagation.32 A
broadband plane wave source is incident on the ITO ﬁlm
from the glass side, and the transmission spectrum is measured
by a numerical monitor from the air side. A 2D monitor is used

■

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
At the pulse energies slightly above the ablation threshold, the
ITO ﬁlm is modiﬁed along its depth organizing into periodic
structure that is qualitatively dependent on the laser material
processing conditions. Under the processing conditions used to
scan large area of ITO ﬁlm (Figure 1), the nanostructure with
periodicity of ∼120 nm and duty cycle of roughly 10−20% of
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Figure 2. Optical characterization of nanostructured ITO ﬁlm. Processing conditions: 0.68 μJ pulse energy, 0.4 ps pulse duration, 500 μm−1 pulse
density, focusing via 0.03 NA lens, 1 mm/s scanning speed. (a, top) Measured (open symbols) and simulated (solid line) optical transmission
spectra of pristine and modiﬁed ITO thin ﬁlm. The illumination was unpolarised. Inset shows a large-scale 12 × 12 mm scanned area. (a, bottom)
Measured (open circles with solid line) retardance spectrum of modiﬁed ITO. Inset represents the large-scale 12 × 12 mm modiﬁed region imaged
under crossed polarized light. White and blue arrows indicate the polarization orientation before the sample and after the analyzer placed before the
detector. (b) Simulated electric ﬁeld propagation (λ = 700 nm) through the 3D structure modeled rendering SEM image (Figure 1, left). The color
of the vectors represents its angular orientation in space. (c) Distribution of input and output magnitude of the electric ﬁeld vectors plotted in polar
coordinates. The magnitude is normalized to the source (input) magnitude. (d) Electric ﬁeld intensity distribution for two orthogonal polarizations:
perpendicular and parallel polarization to the orientation of laser-induced nanoripples. Thickness of the numerically simulated structures is
normalized to the thickness of pristine ITO ﬁlm.

Figure 3. Form-birefringence of ultrafast laser nanostructured ITO ﬁlm. (a) Laser-induced retardance as a function of pulse energy. The ﬁlm was
processed by 0.4 ps laser pulses with polarization oriented perpendicular to the writing direction (top-down) and pulse density of 5000 μm−1 at 0.1
mm/s scanning speed, under weak focusing conditions (0.03 NA). (i) Retardance and its corresponding (ii) slow axis orientation images of squares
(0.25 × 0.25 mm) printed at various pulse energies. (b) Normalized retardance dependence on diﬀerent focusing conditions and various orientations
of incident linearly polarized laser beam. The pulse energy was set to 0.74 μJ (0.03 NA), 0.04 μJ (0.16 NA), and 0.014 μJ (0.65 NA). (c) Retardance
dependence on pulse duration and (d) pulse density, at a ﬁxed processing conditions.

(Figure 2a). However, in order to ﬁt the measured spectra, the
thickness of the 3D structure has to be increased by a factor of
1.5 (Figure 2d). This suggests that under the conditions slightly
above the modiﬁcation threshold the material is periodically
pushed away from the initial position forming the nanogrooves
and a greater thickness ITO. From eq 1, assuming that the

to capture the E-ﬁeld distribution as a function of wavelength.
The refractive index spectra for ITO is taken from literature.33
The corresponding total electric ﬁeld distribution is obtained
simulating its propagation through the 3D structure reconstructed rendering the SEM image (Figure 2b). The simulated
transmission spectra for pristine and modiﬁed ITO are in a
good agreement with the spectra observed experimentally
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Figure 4. Optical element designed as a polarization sensitive circular grating. (a) Schematics of fabrication of spatially variant surface ripples, and
the calculated phase pattern of the element in grayscale. The period and pixel-to-pixel distance were ﬁxed to 4 and 0.4 μm, respectively. Red arrows
represent the local orientation of incident linear polarization. Gray arrow shows the direction of scanning. (b) SEM image of the induced
nanostructures. Scale bar is 1 μm. (c, top) Azimuth image of the slow-axis of the imprinted pattern; (c, bottom) the proﬁle (white line in the top
image) of retardance and azimuth of the slow-axis extracted from the birefringence measurements performed at 546 nm wavelength. Pseudo colors
represent the orientation of the slow axis.

accompanied by the removal of ITO leading to the retardance
decrease. As a result, the retardance value drops by 70% to 15
nm at 0.9 μJ. Qualitatively, the same behavior of retardance as a
function of pulse energy is observed under all processing
conditions including tight focusing of up to 0.65 NA, pulse
durations from 400 fs to 1 ps, and by an order of magnitude
lower pulse densities.
The retardance value is highly dependent on the focusing
conditions (Figure 3(b)). The transition from 0.03 to 0.65 NA
causes almost 80% retardance drop for polarization perpendicular to writing direction, and 40% for polarization parallel to
writing direction. The polarization eﬀect comes from s- and ppolarizations, when the light polarized perpendicular to the
modiﬁcation front (p-polarization) is transmitted into the ﬁlm
more eﬀectively. The weak dependence on pulse duration,
when the value of retardance changes only by 6%, that is, from
43 to 40.5 nm, with the variation of pulse duration from 0.4 to
1 ps at a ﬁxed pulse energy, is observed (Figure 3c). However, if
the pulse duration is increased to 5 ps, the modiﬁcation
threshold changes drastically exceeding the energy range
indicated in Figure 3a. Both for scanning and stationary cases
the nanoripples formation requires multipulse irradiation, thus
the ﬁnal modiﬁcation is always inﬂuenced by the structure
induced within the ﬁrst pulses. If the pulse energy is slightly
above the nanostructuring threshold but is not suﬃcient to
remove the ﬁlm, the gradual growth of retardance is initiated
within every delivered pulse. Under certain scanning conditions
(Figure 3d), 10-fold increase in pulse density leads to the
increase of retardance value only by 10%, indicating the
saturation of the nanostructuring process.
Flat Optics. Due to the high spatial frequency of ripples
with period of ∼λ/9, the subwavelength resolution of
continuously controlled space-variant patterns, referred to as
geometric phase optical elements, can be designed (Figure 4).
The polarization sensitive circular (blazed) grating with period
of 4 μm is fabricated continuously translating the sample with
linear speed of 0.1 mm/s and modulating the input linear
polarization of laser beam from 0° to 180°. The high-precision
sample translation with the repeatability of 50 nm along with
the polarization modulation of up to 250 × 2π rad/s is ensured.

average thickness is around 200 nm, laser-induced birefringence
as high as Δn ≈ −0.2 is achieved.
At a ﬁxed point in XY space, the linearly polarized (45°)
input electric ﬁeld E after passing the ITO nanoripples traces
out an ellipse in the X−Y plane (Figure 2b,c). The polarization
is rotated from linear to elliptical with the axes ratio of |E|π/4/|
E|−π/4 ≈ 0.17. Then the retardance can be expressed as
φ = a cos(Ipp − Icp/Ipp + Icp) × λ /2π

(2)

where Ipp and Icp are the electric ﬁeld intensities for
polarizations oriented parallel and perpendicular (crosspolarized) to the input polarization. The estimated retardance
value at 700 nm wavelength is slightly higher than 35 nm,
which correlates well with the measured retardance plotted in
Figure 2a.
In addition to the optical transmission, the simulations
conﬁrm that the fabricated structure behaves similar to a wire
grid polarizer or an array of subwavelength slits,34 when the
light polarized parallel (TE) to the nanogrooves does not feel
the structure and is transmitted or reﬂected almost in the same
way as in pristine ﬁlm, and the light polarized perpendicular
(TM) shows the enhanced interaction with the structure
(Figure 2d). In this case, the excited groove cavity modes are
expected to increase the overall optical transmission.
When designing high performance polarization sensitive
elements by laser direct writing, it is important to ensure the
optimum processing condition for imprinted nanoripples. In
general, the ultrafast laser nanostructuring is a multipulse
induced process,35,36 and the local ﬁelds as well as the ﬁnal
patterns both for scanning and stationary irradiation are always
aﬀected by the previously induced structure. Thus, the eﬀect of
such accumulative processes is strongly dependent on the
deposited pulse energy, focusing conditions, pulse density and
pulse duration. Under weak focusing conditions (0.03 NA) and
pulse energy of around 0.64 μJ (Figure 3a), the ﬁlm is modiﬁed
along its depth and periodically organized into nanoripples
oriented perpendicular to the laser beam polarization. The
anisotropic structure with highest transmission is produced
reaching the retardance value of ∼37 nm, which is maximized
to 50 nm at 0.74 μJ pulse energy. The further energy increase is
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Figure 5. Retardance map (left) as a function of pulse energy and number of pulses extracted from the matrix of dots printed in ITO ﬁlm. (right)
Schematic map of the threshold energies with its structuring regimes. Insets show the SEM images of the laser-induced ripples and damage with/
without anisotropic structure. Scale bar is 1 μm. Black region indicates the conditions when the modiﬁcation was not observed. Processing
conditions: 0.4 ps pulse duration, 0.65 NA lens. Color bar is a linear retardance scale in nm.

Figure 6. Polarization and intensity multiplexed data storage. (a) Images of the (left) retardance and slow axis orientation of imprinted dots, and
(right) the corresponding enlarged area under SEM. Insets represent structures induced using 10 and 20 pulses at a ﬁxed 4 nJ pulse energy, 0.4 ps
pulse duration, and focusing via 0.65 NA objective lens. Color bar is a linear retardance scale in nanometers. Pseudo colors represent the orientation
of the slow axis. Scale bar is 1 μm. (b) Distribution of the readout data points depending on the slow axis orientation and the level of the retardance.
Blue and red points indicate the modiﬁcation induced by 10 and 20 pulses, respectively. (c) Text retrieved from the readout data points.

tx,y are the transmission coeﬃcients for light polarized
perpendicular and parallel to the optical axis. The imprinted
gratings with tx,y ≈ 0.9 (Figure 2a) and φ ≈ 0.1π (Figure 4c) at
546 nm wavelength is expected to diﬀract around 0.022 of the
total incident light intensity, while the remaining intensity
would be nondiﬀracted or scattered. The eﬃciency expressed as
a ratio of ﬁrst order diﬀracted light and total transmitted light,
η1st = E1st/E(T)
total, would be ∼2.5%. The eﬃciency of elements
can be drastically increased by having retardance close to halfwave. In this case, the processing of approximately 1.5 μm thick
ITO ﬁlms has to be performed. The retardance value of the
printed element with the corresponding azimuth density
possesses the standard deviation of around 1.6 nm, and
azimuth is slightly deviated from the linear proﬁles (Figure 4b,
bottom), which is mainly caused by the misalignment of the
polarization optics. Despite the low eﬃciency of the designed
element, the handedness of the diﬀracted circularly polarized
beam is ﬂipped, and the polarization ﬁltering could be applied
in order to completely eliminate the nondiﬀracted light.

The phase pattern calculated in grayscale is used as a reference
for mapping the local input polarization orientation, where 0
value corresponds to 0° and 255 value corresponds to 180°
(Figure 4a). The interline writing and pixel-to-pixel distance is
ﬁxed to 0.4 μm. Pulses with duration of 0.4 ps and energy of 4
nJ are focused via 0.65 NA objective lens.
The fabricated element relies on the space-variant polarization-state manipulation, and the resultant phase-shift
magnitude (ϕ) of the input circular polarization is solely
deﬁned by the nanoripples azimuth (A) of the slow axis, that is,
ϕ(x,y) = ±2A(x,y).37 Depending on the handedness of the
input circular polarization, the element possesses phase proﬁle
of a concave or convex axicon lens.
For an incident plane wave with the polarization state |Ein⟩
the resulting ﬁeld generated by the grating would be |Eout⟩ = ηE|
Ein⟩ + ηRei2A(x,y)|R⟩ + ηLe−i2A(x,y)|L⟩,38 where the ηE = 1/2(tx +
tyeiφ), ηR = 1/2(tx − tyeiφ)⟨Ein|L⟩ and ηL = 1/2(tx − tyeiφ)⟨Ein|R⟩
are the complex ﬁeld eﬃciencies with ⟨Ein|R,L⟩ as an inner
product of the left-handed |L⟩ and right-handed |R⟩ circular
polarizations, φ is the retardance of the imprinted element, and
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Figure 7. Parallel recording of polarization multiplexed data using a spatial light modulator (SLM), under conditions 10 pulses at a ﬁxed 0.38 μJ total
pulse energy, 0.4 ps pulse duration, and focusing via 0.65 NA objective lens. (a) Sketch of ultrafast laser direct writing setup: Gaussian to ﬂat-top
beam shaper (BS), half-wave plate (λ/2), SLM, imaging lenses (L1−3), quarter-wave plate (λ/4), removable CCD detector (D), mirror (M), and
objective lens (OL). Blue arrows indicate the input polarization. Insets show the intensity distribution of the beam imaged (i) without and (ii) with
linear analyzer on the detector. (b) The principle of data recording: within one shot (voxel) four dots with independent polarization are imprinted
allowing to store 1 Byte of information. (c) Polarization sensitive imaging of recorded “LIGHT”. (top) Retardance map of the imprinted structures
with its corresponding (bottom) slow axis orientation. Color bar is a linear retardance scale in nanometres. Pseudo colors represent the orientation
of the slow axis. Scale bar is 10 μm.

Polarization and Intensity Multiplexed Data Storage.
The quantitative and qualitative analysis of the single dots
induced under stationary printing conditions have been
performed (Figure 5). The matrix of dots is printed using 1−
100 pulses with pulse energy of up to 0.02 μJ and pulse
duration of 0.4 ps focused via 0.65 NA lens. If the energy of the
ﬁrst pulse is suﬃcient to remove the ITO ﬁlm (>5 nJ), the
symmetric crater shape structure is produced. The observed
threshold energy is roughly 10× lower than in silica glass under
the similar processing conditions.35 The subsequent irradiation
does not aﬀect the radius of the ablated region, but generates
the nanoripples located at periphery. If the energy of the pulse
is in the range of approximately 3−4 nJ, the ﬁrst pulse does not
induce any observable modiﬁcation. However, due to the
accumulative processes the single nanogroove with consistent
slow axis orientation perpendicular to the incident laser beam
polarization is formed within 7−14 pulses. The size and
number of grooves increase with the subsequent pulses.
Based on the quantitative birefringence measurements,
retardance value is maximized at around 15 nm after delivering
100 pulses with 3 nJ pulse energy, and 18 pulses with 4 nJ pulse
energy. The retardance decreases within the further irradiation
as the central region is removed. As a result, the induced
nanoripples are always accompanied by the ablated central
region, and the measured retardance value drops by 50% within
100 pulses at the pulse energy of 4 nJ. Therefore, the mapped
retardance (Figure 5, left) can be divided into three diﬀerent
regions (Figure 5, right): (1) no modiﬁcation when the pulse
energy and number of pulses are below the modiﬁcation
threshold; (2) highly organized nanoripples; and (3) damage or
ablated structures followed by the nanoripples.
The laser processing conditions used to record digital data
are chosen based on the Figure 3 and Figure 5. The pulse
energy is kept slightly above the modiﬁcation threshold in order
to attain the high quality of induced nanoripples, that is,
transmission higher than 85% and retardance up to 15 at 546
nm wavelength. In the case of single dot printing (Figure 6), 10
and 20 pulses with the energy of 4 nJ, and for parallel recording
(Figure 7), 10 pulses with the energy of 0.38 μJ are used. The

increase of threshold energy for parallelized processing is
caused by the intensity spread out in the image plane when
only a fraction of the energy located at the hot-spots in the
central part of the pattern focused on the ITO ﬁlm is absorbed
to induce the modiﬁcation (Figure 7a,i). If the spot size of the
input beam is reduced enough to have a suﬃcient intensity in
the central part of the pattern, the single dot modiﬁcation (i.e.,
single voxel) with the merged regions of four independent slow
axis orientations could be produced.
For parallelized recording the single pass spatial light
modulator (SLM; Hamamatsu Photonics) and ﬁxed quarterwave plate approach, similar reported elsewhere,39,40 is
implemented (Figure 7a). For input linear polarization aligned
45° to the direction of liquid crystal optic axis, the incident light
experiences phase retardation from 0 to 2π radians depending
on the input pixel value in 8-bit grayscale image (600 × 800
pixels). The resultant beam passing the quarter-wave plate
acquired linear polarization of any orientation from 0° to 180°
with ∼0.7° resolution. Thus, the generated SLM pattern of four
segments with four diﬀerent grayscale values is imaged on the
ITO ﬁlm using f1−3 = 400, 125, and 200 mm lenses and 0.65
NA ( f = 2.8 mm) objective.
For single beam irradiation (Figure 6), the data is encoded
into four diﬀerent orientations and two diﬀerent levels of
strength of nanostructuring. Thus, each birefringent dot holds 3
bits of information, and therefore 2 dots represent one
character. In this case, 64 diﬀerent characters can be encoded.
In parallel recording case (Figure 7a,b), four independent
polarizations give the ability to store 1 Byte of information
within one shot, which corresponds to one 8-bit character.
The information is retrieved combining two sets of data
provided by raw birefringence measurements (Figure 6a and
Figure 7b). Analyzing the distribution of the readout data
points (Figure 6b), the retardance value from 2 to 7 nm for
lower level and from 7.5 to 14 nm for higher level, and the
mean values of slow axis of around 2°, 47°, 92°, and 137° with
maximum deviation of ±8° are obtained. Both for single dot
and parallel recording the 100% readout is demonstrated
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(Figure 6c and Figure 7c), with no additional error corrections
applied.
The writing capacity depends on the bits per dot density and
the planar compaction of modiﬁcations. Under the laser
processing conditions discussed in this work, the separation
between dots can be reduced down to 1 μm (Figure 6a).
Furthermore, the slow axis analysis shows that six extra
polarization orientations without the levels overlapping could
be added to increase the bits per dot density (Figure 6b). This
would result to more than 4 bits per modiﬁcation what
potentially leads to the overall capacity of around 6 GB per 120
mm size single-layer disc. The recording speed (6 B/s) is
mainly limited by the hardware (e.g., characteristic rise/fall time
of SLM limits the speed to 6 Hz), and therefore is out of the
scope in our study. However, the successful demonstration of
parallel processing given in Figure 7 clearly shows the feasibility
of implementing fast hologram-free polarization multiplexed
data recording. The multiplication of four active grayscale
segments to full matrix of independently controlled SLM pixels
could increase the recording speed by at least several orders.

■

CONCLUSION
The femtosecond laser direct nanostructuring of indium−tinoxide results in highly organized surface ripples with form
birefringence of |Δ| ≈ 0.2. Under energies slightly above the
modiﬁcation threshold, the transmission of nanostructured ITO
exceeds the transmission of pristine ﬁlm. Such engineered
optical properties of the material could be implemented in
fabrication of polarization sensitive elements and optoelectronic
devices. The full control of orientation and strength of
nanostructuring gives the potential of technique to be used in
fabricating high-density ﬂat optics, polarization, and intensity
multiplexed data recording that add extra dimensions leveraging
the capacity of conventional optical data storage by at least four
times.
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